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Fredericton, N.B. – A national assessment by the Pembina Institute of provincial progress on
climate action commitments finds New Brunswick at the back of the pack on climate action. The
Race to the Front: Tracking Pan-Canadian Climate Progress and Where We Go from Here report,
released in collaboration with the Conservation Council, sets the context for an all-important
meeting of Environment Ministers Monday, October 3 in Montreal.
The meeting of the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) is expected to
approve options developed by four federal-provincial working groups to meet commitments made
in Paris at the United Nations Climate Conference in December 2015. CCME recommendations
will go to Premiers and the Prime Minister to support final negotiations leading to a meeting of
First Ministers (FMM) in November. The FMM is expected to finalize a framework where each
province would be required to meet certain basic climate action requirements such as putting in
place carbon pricing regime meeting similar price and coverage benchmarks across Canada.
Provinces failing to do so by a certain date would have a carbon charge imposed by the federal
government (the backstop). The federal Government is also expected to accelerate regulations to
phase coal out of electricity production. The Pembina Institute report assesses where provinces
currently are with respect to climate action and highlights additional actions required by
provinces and the federal Government.
The Conservation Council has published a provincial climate action plan detailing
recommendations for doing our fair share to cut carbon pollution. Proposed actions could
improve energy efficiency and increase the supply of renewable energy in buildings, industry and
transportation, and create jobs at home.
“New Brunswick shows weak progress on climate action, but we believe the province can make a
positive contribution to Canada’s pollution reduction goals. To reduce emissions in the near term,
New Brunswick must implement an economy-wide carbon price with funds raised invested in
greenhouse gas reductions, and it needs to agree to phase coal out of electricity production no
later than 2030,” says Louise Comeau, Director of Climate Change and Energy Solutions.
The Conservation Council of New Brunswick is committed to doing its part to help New
Brunswick move to a 100% renewable energy future by creating awareness and advancing
practical solutions through research, education and policy development. As a local environmental
organization, CCNB supports the transition to clean energy in New Brunswick and what&#39;s
being done to reach renewable goals.
For more information, contact: Dr. Louise Comeau, Director of Climate Change and Energy
Solutions, CCNB, Tel. (506)238-0355 Pembina Report: https://www.pembina.org/pub/race-tofront
Conservation Council of New Brunswick
http://conservationcouncil.nationbuilder.com/

